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WE’VE HAD ENOUGH.  
IT’S TIME TO ACT

Enough is enough.  We have had it with those Jewish Manure Spreaders.  We have had it 
with those despicable perverts; those pedophiles; those Satanic Monsters.  We are sick and tired 
of the disgusting malfeasance perpetrated by the likes of Hillary and Bill Clinton.  We are no 
longer willing to tolerate the likes of Harvey Weinstein and Jeffrey Epstein.  Huma Abedin and 
that pecker head appropriately named, Weiner.  Jews.  They are all Jews!  And they have again 
let the Jew out of the bag and now, because of the wild card they never foresaw, or so it seems, 
the Internet has brought Jewish horror directly in our faces from many angles.  We knew 
immediately about the Jewish hand involved in the mass shooting of conservative country music 
fans in Las Vegas.  ISIS, the FBI, the CIA; all of those alphabet agencies; ATF, FEMA, you name it; 
all of them are directed by Jewish entities and they are all complicit in TREASON and MASS 
MURDER.  Remember, Israel’s Mossad is heavily involved in the death of freedom on 9/11.

Mass murder comes easy to Jews.  Hillary laughs over it.  Ted Bundy murdered more 
than 35 young, lovely Gentile girls.  He was a Jew.  Jeffrey Dahlmer was a Jew and so was the 
Son of Sam.  Did you know that most serial killers in North America are Jews.  You can Google 
that, if the information has not been removed yet because Jews do not like their crimes to be 
visible.  Indeed, they are admonished by their holiest of holy books, the Talmud, that if they want 
to commit a crime to do it away from one’s home town but go somewhere else to commit the deed.  
Through deception so the Jews commit their foul deeds; they openly admit it and now it is time to 
say, we have had enough and it is high time the perpetrators of destruction are rounded up, tried, 
and creatures such as Hillary Clinton be hung by the neck until dead, dead, dead. As for God 
having mercy on her soul, it is not possible because she killed her soul a long time ago.  In fact, I 
have a suspicion.  Since Jews are the Sons of the Devil and the Spawn of Satan, they can never 
develop a soul in the first place and hence there is nothing there for God to have mercy on.  Jews 
no longer deserve our mercy, either.  We have had it with their schemes and their, in our faces, 
chutzpah.

Enough is enough.  We can no longer tolerate the lies of the Jews justifying three millennia 
of cheating, stealing, and mass murder of non Jews; those of us whom they call, ‘animals in 
human skin.’  We can no longer tolerate their filthy hands in our public schools.  We can no longer 
accept their role in nefarious schemes which place our children in danger.  Indeed Jews still 
sacrifice Gentile Children.  Have you never wondered where do all those missing children go?  
Thousands and thousands of children go missing every year, never to return to their happy 
homes.  Many children end up as sacrificial victims of the Jewish blood lust.  It is all in the open 
now.  The Jews have finally overstepped whatever line was drawn and we have had it with their 
inhuman behaviour.  They served it up with John Podesta and his band of slavering demons at 
their grimy little pizza shops.  We know all about it.  Indeed, it is no secret any longer.  Your 
Talmud is revealed.  You are the kings of mayhem and self admitted destroyers of all that is 
sacred and of value.  You are indeed what Jesus of Nazareth called you; ‘The Children of Satan 
and the Sons of the Devil.’

Madeline Albright, another bride of Satan, a Jew, and a disgusting fat pig; ugly as a Golda 
Meir; a bulbous nosed terrorist and one of the founding manure lumps of the Carbuncle called, 
Israel; a Jewish criminal haven for murderers, thieves, rogues, carpetbaggers, war mongers, and 
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pornographers, ought to be dangling beside Hillary.  Dianne Feinstein and her scam artist 
husband; both of them Jews, also would look just fine, gently swaying in the breeze.  Before they 
go, they can watch the likes of Michael Chertoff and Rahm Emmanuel being given a short drop 
from the men’s gallows where Henry, the Jew, Kissinger; a horrible bloated useless eater was 
already rolled out to the end of his rope.

Jews with dual citizenships in Congress and the Senate have to be deported to somewhere; 
perhaps an island in the middle of the sea because we have had enough of their war mongering for 
the sake of Israel.  We have had enough of Jewish wars consuming our young men and women in 
their Talmudic meat grinders.  We are no longer willing to tolerate the Diabolical madness of the 
Jews.  Those who have committed sedition, treason, murder, must be hung by their Kosher necks 
and removed from the living with extreme prejudice; the same prejudice they practice against 
everyone who is not Jewish.  Calling us, ‘animals in human skin,’ is something we take great 
exception to.  We are no longer tolerating your filth and corruption, you Jews; you Spawn of Satan.  
It is time to begin the terrible work.  It is time to expel the Jews from all positions of power and 
control exactly like so many other brave nations have done once the Jew was out of the bag.

Hillary must be hung by her scrawny neck for what she has done.  Hillary Clinton must be 
the poster girl here in NORAM, just as that foul Jew, a homely, sour faced angel of death, Angela 
Merkel must be the poster cunt for Europe.  Whilst in Europe, Tony Blair must be found and 
stretched good and slowly.  Once he has finished grinning, the entire Jewish infestation in Windsor 
Castle has to be addressed with extreme prejudice because they have committed so much that is 
just plain evil.  They sanction the Jewish infestation known as Rothschild to bankrupt entire 
nations with fiat money not worth the paper it is printed on.  In the British Commonwealth the 
head of the Jewish queen, Lizardbreath II is printed on all the paper and base metal tokens which 
are worth less every year; eating up the wealth of the Gentiles and rendering them all deeper and 
deeper in debt and ever more poor; their circumstances diminishing by the year and shortening 
lives as a result of the stress and pressure people endure just to pay their onerous rents; often 
time to Jewish landlords who have no mercy because Jews are admonished to show no mercy to 
Gentiles and to kick them when they are down.  Jews who own the revenue agencies, such as the 
Canada Revenue Agency are taught to shut Gentiles down just before Christmas when it will hurt 
the most.  That was admitted to me by a bloated retired revenue agent.  Taxes are legal plunder.

Hillary must be hung.  It has to start with someone and her smirking, Jewish face has to 
go.  We have had enough.  We can no longer tolerate creatures such as her grinning and waving at 
us as if nothing is wrong and her crimes are nothing substantial.  Well, we at DtRH have had 
enough and so have many others.  There is a critical mass coming and the Jews will soon be 
completely exposed and not one Gentile will be left who does not know who is the enemy of all life 
on Earth and will point a firm finger directly at those vermin the Jews and will applaud when one 
of the foulest of them is hanged by her neck on an appropriate gallows in front of the White House.

When the show begins it must be broadcast to the world via every medium possible.  Of 
course the media will have been wrested away from the Jews who now control it and use it to 
spread their lies and cover up their crimes; crimes such as the shooting in Las Vegas and the 
evaporation of neighborhoods with directed energy weapons.  Only terrorists such as Jews control 
such weapons and use them against Gentiles without batting an eye.  Remember they dropped Big 
Boy.  Well, we have had enough and it is time for Karma to bite the Jew in his Khazarian arse.

It is time to shout, enough is enough from the mountaintops.  It is time to put an end to the 
Jewish malfeasance and remove them all to an island in the South Atlantic where we fed up 
Gentiles can surround the place with our navies and keep the Jew safe and contained.  Jews such 
as Hillary Clinton, Angela Merkel, Janet Reno, Chertoff and Company, when ALL OF THOSE JEWS 
have been removed we will see Justice returned to our planet.  Also, remember the Muslims.

Please consider a donation.  We are desperately in need of funding.  Paypal: gertjan@shaw.ca
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